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Motivation
JUNO's requirements on LS contamination:

- 10^-15 for JUNO reactor neutrinos (IBD)
- 10^-17 to 10^-16 for JUNO solar neutrinos

Provide LS radioactivity data during commissioning of 
purification systems

Detector
Radioactivity levels are too low for “standard” detectors 
→ 20 tons of LS surrounded by 64 iPMTs.
Enclosed in a 9*9 meter cylinder of ultra-pure water.
LS flows through OSIRIS in batches.

iPMTs

● “Intelligent PMT”
● Digitization in PMT base
● → Same cable for power & readout
● → High signal quality
● → Trigger-less readout scheme
●

● OSIRIS is equipped with 64 iPMTs + 
12 veto iPMTs

Simulation

Calibration

Analysis

Results

Assuming 100 counts/day of radon on day one:
Reactor requirements met in < 1 week 
Solar sensitivity region reached in ~ 20 days
Additional limits on background for JUNO

Standalone C++ software framework based on Geant4
(10.02.p03). Full detector simulation with all relevant 
geometry and physical processes.

Deployed via git & cmake
→ Fast simulation
→ Parallel development 

Optical photon simulation
→ In line with JUNO
→ Quenching
→ Cherenkov light
→ Wavelength dependent

Biasing external gammas

An external laser will send ps pulses 
with a wavelength of 420 nm.
20 diffusors, controlled with fiber 
switches, can distribute the light 
over all PMTs.

Source calibration
Two capsules containing radioactive isotopes will be 
lowered into the LS volume. They will be used to calibrate 
the energy scale and monitor long-term changes in the 
detector response.

An additional capsule will contain a LED for additional 
timing calibration.

Laser calibration →  Charge
→  s.p.e.
→  Timing
→  Energy

What is being calibrated?

OSIRIS exploits the fast coincidence of 
Bi-Po decays to monitor U-238 and 
Th-232 levels in LS.

The analysis is very sensitive to radon contamination in the 
liquid scintillator, as radon events are indistinguishable from 
Uranium and Thorium events. After the low-level data 
analyses and the position/energy reconstructions are 
performed, a series of cuts are applied.

One obtains the following energy spectra (here from 
simulations). The signal events are obtained through time-
coincidences from events in the energy windows in the 
plots below.

On a pure LS sample: Preliminary additional radon 
contamination estimation:
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